Thank you for inviting me to speak at your meeting this afternoon.
As everyone is aware, we are in the fourth year of one of the most extensive
industry downturns which started late in 2011 and shows no signs of letting up in
the near term.
The previous downturn was largely triggered by extensive fraud, and the mining
industry and regulators responded quickly with the development of reporting
standards by major mining country jurisdictions such as JORC, NI 43‐101 and
SAMREC codes etc.
While some investors had turned to other sectors such as “IT” the implementation
of the increased transparency and standardized reporting requirements of the
gradually rebuilt investor confidence.
Recovery from the current downturn may not be as easy.
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This chart although not purely tracking commodities is reflective of the
emerging market economies which are primarily resource economies.
This chart also shows the growth during the decade from 2002‐2011
reflective of the minerals industry leading what has been called the super
cycle. Even the financial meltdown of the US banking system in 2008 did not
slow down the growth. The rebound after 2008 the Super Cycle seemed to
gain even more momentum fueled by the benefits of quantitative easing ‐‐‐
producers were thriving –mineral commodity prices seemed to keep going up
and up with no end in sight.
However as we can see from this chart since 2011 many of these equities
declined significantly reflective of what we have seen with mining issuers who
have recorded significant write downs and for some issuers this is still the
case.
Slowed growth in China, has been given as one of the main reasons for low
commodity prices, leading to reduced investment in the industry
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WGM’s review of 59 public mining industry company
disclosures during 2012‐2013 noted that most of the
largest impairments were for Assets, Mine Value and
Business Units and Goodwill, in other words –the value
placed on operations that were unable to deliver as
expected or forecast.
We also note that Permitting delays was the greatest
external factor that affected value.
Price, social factors and government actions were given
as minor reasons.
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Bloomberg reported even more dramatic losses for the 2011‐2013 period.
In addition to these write downs MAC also noted a decline in exploration expenditures of
41% in 2013 and indicated further drops were expected in 2014 and 2015.
KPMG’s 2014 survey reports similar write downs due to ‐change of plans resulting from
‐‐‐project delays ‐‐‐suspensions or ‐‐‐cost increases
Depending on whose numbers are used more than $250 billion had been written off by
mining issuers between mid 2011 and the end of 2014.
Although the write downs have slowed they continued into 2015 and commodity prices
show little signs of recovery.
Is it any wonder with write downs like these numbers that shareholder and investor
confidence has been seriously eroded.
The current world of almost instantaneous news appears to only increase the jitters, as did
the recent Stock market turmoil reported from China a few months ago.
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So what happened this time and why is it different.
Let’s look more closely at the events leading up to the market collapse in 2011.
On the demand side,
‐Forecasters and analyst were bullish based on the observed global urbanization
and industrialization drive
‐‐mining companies were competing for investor money
‐‐shareholders demanded
‐ever higher returns
‐and shorter time frames
Management struggled to keep up, and the highest polish possible was put on the
proverbial apple. Project proponents pushed aggressive time lines, best case
scenarios cost projections and deliveries were promised to retain shareholder
loyalty.
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Even this 2013 forecast from Credit Suisse is still optimistic in light of today’s reality
However there is also another side to this equation.
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On the supply side,
‐‐ foreign governments saw companies getting rich –and they wanted a bigger
share,
‐‐local communities were concerned about the environment and wanted to
receive more benefits from such projects than they were provided by federal
governments resulting in land use and access issues.
‐‐indigenous, artisanal workers and small scale miners wanted to participate
and often interfered with operators.
‐the duty to consult became mandatory
All of these factors combined leading to project start up problems as permits
were delayed and access was obstructed and the “social licence” was denied.
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Lets look at some of the other factors affecting the current minerals industry.
Governments in some developing countries are looking for a greater share of
the profits to be derived form their natural resources;
Zimbabwe for example—wants local processing‐ to build secondary industry ,
get more employment, and greater revenue flows
And they want the resources being exploited by foreign countries to pay for
the indigenization program
Indonesia has enacted similar local processing rules
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So where do we go from here?
The operators response to rebuild shareholder value and confidence has
consisted of a combination of;
‐costs cutting ‐ to try and increase returns on investments
(increase share value)
And
‐and improving project quality through increased QA/QC
with increased disclosure and transparency requirements
While both positive and a necessary aspect of any good and sustainable
operation ‐‐will these be sufficient to bring us back to a more normal –
business as usual conditions ‐‐
‐‐‐after almost a full year of implementation these two actions seem to have
had little or no impact in fact the effect may be regarded as counter
productive by some –at least in the short term
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Cost cutting—often leads to loss of employment –while it reduces costs for
the company – it impacts the local communities.
Unless properly managed this can actually lead to greater social unrest with
all its manifestations and project delays.
The current mine union labour problems in South Africa are a good case in
point.
The push to higher quality and greater transparency and regulation while
providing greater assurance to investors will results in greater cost to
operators further delaying any potential recovery– we see from this
Reuters (Oct 6, 2015) report about unexpected consequences of a new EU

commodity trading rules‐ designed to increase transparency –which actually
reduced liquidity.
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Wood Mackenzie and AMEC see note some of the potentially negative aspects
resulting from the current corporate cost cutting and flight to quality route
many corporations are pursuing.
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Investors on the other hand are becoming more Risk averse.
Banks, the traditional lenders to the mining industry find themselves caught
between their public image and their investment actions.
This recognition of the importance of CSR to customers has led to a number of
changes in how banks look now at projects.
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Headlines like these –while based on Africa, are reflective of the entire industry and
pose the question as to where do we go from here.
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We are experiencing a transition to a new global balance of power and
restructuring of economies;
While the US is still the #1 economy its policy of unfettered Capitalism has
come under review after the 2008 financial meltdown as banking and
disclosure rules are tightened.
China the current (second largest and growing) economy operates on a
planned economy and reviews and sets macro social/administrative and
economic policies every five years – best described as “planned –capitalism”.
In some sectors China has already taken the lead.
ARCADIS reported in informed infrastructure on Oct 21, 2015, that based on the value

of building and infrastructure China now leads the world with $US47.6 trillion,
(9% of GDP) as compared to $US 36.8 trillion for the US the previous leader.
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I have the opportunity to hear one of China’s leading economist speak at the Lead and Zinc
Conference in Xian earlier this month.
The previous stimulus and the recent pull back has created an over capacity in the market
which now needs to be dealt with.
Approximately 4 trillion of QE by China targeting future infrastructure will assure stability
for at least the next 3 years in order to try and re‐balance the economy.
With a goal to by 2020 to have the RMB free trading and the Capital markets completely
open
We also expect that by that time China will be the No1 economy in the world.
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We see some positive indicators –From China ‐
‐‐ April, 27th 2015 Mining weekly , China announced a new commodity supper
highway with the development of the Silk Road route to Central Asia country.
Mining Journal expanded on the story in October.
The recently created Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank “AIIB” has been
created in part to help with development in the region. More than 57
countries have signed on so far –of note Germany is the 4th largest
contributor.
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‐‐ July 29, 2015 ‐GFMS raised its gold price forecast to $US 1,175/oz for the 4th
quarter of 2015 (let’s see).
‐‐ September 16, 2015 reported the New Gold Rainy River project –as being
completed on time and on schedule.
‐‐ October 13, 2015 Reuters reported that China expected to see an increase
in base metal demand in the second half of 2016
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Not surprisingly we see some interesting contradictions on how different
governments are looking to boost their economies.
Ranging from the MEGA scale in China to the MICRO scale in many smaller
countries.
On one side –we have China –consolidating SOE’s to improve their
competitiveness and in the belief that Bigger is Better.
The opposite extreme is seen from Zimbabwe as the government is reducing
royalties to small scale and (artisanal miners) to encourage their productivity.
Other African and South American countries are reducing barriers to small
scale mines and encouraging private companies to increase the country’s
output –and reduce unemployment and encourage entrepreneurs.
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Lets take a closer look at the artisanal and small scale mining
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As we can see from this table showing estimated production in 2013 /2014.
About 180 tonnes –180,000kg
~
5.7million oz about 1.4 oz/person
Many other countries not shown also have artisan production
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Artisanal mining in Nigeria
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Collectively we can see the importance of artisanal and small scale mining
both from the perspective of gold production –400 tonnes [~12.5million oz]
and for the employment of more than 15 million people.
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Royalty streaming –works for producers or those about to go into production
Crowd funding –may work best for start ups or earlier stage explorers
The recent Excellon financing successfully combined a number of elements
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On a more realistic and positive note here are some thoughts on the possible
future directions for the exploration and mining industry as access to land
becomes more restricted and interactions between corporations, governments
and society increase exponentially.
‐‐EY suggests sharing infrastructure, and or consolidation of juniors as a means
of going forward.
‐‐Grant Thornton for Australia indicates maximization of expenditure benefits by
collaboration between industry participants and stresses the importance of
innovation in general and especially innovation in fundraising.
‐‐ Mark Bristow of Randgold—notes that–industry needs to undergo a major re‐
invention and needs to,
‐”dispense with short term culture” and ‐look to partnerships between
companies and governments.
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‐‐MAC has stressed the importance of infrastructure in remote areas
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Perhaps extending such corporate‐government collaboration between all
aspects of the government including the military could be a boon to
exploration and development of remote projects in Canada .
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Regulators have started to facilitate innovative financing.
Governments should consider a new less regulated and stringent approach to
encourage small scale private mines that have a small limited footprint.
Banks should also be encouraged to support Innovative companies/projects
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To summarize –we need to look at new ways of doing things
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Thank you for your time.
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